
The mysteries of Pandora…
4.4 light years away from Earth, a place located in the Alpha Centuri System, is Pandora, a place of 
mystery and wonder. Pandora is our closest stellar neighbor, and is one of the many moons orbiting 
Polythemus- Pandora’s sun. Although Pandora has many creatures living on it, the air is highly toxic to 
humans. This means humans cannot explore this breath-taking wonder without specialist equipment. On the 
planet, rainforests cover most of each wondrous but unusual continent. The Hallelujah Mountains, deep in 
Pandora, float in flux, powered by magnetic fields. In fault of this, the almost impossible floating 
Hallelujah Mountains float for all eternity. Unobtainium, a rare Earth mineral, is mined which is the reason 
why people live on Pandora. Altogether, Pandora is a wonder and an incredible place to live. But all this 
beauty is only held on a small planet. Pandora orbits her sun, Polythemus, a gas giant the size of Saturn.

Anatomy

On Pandora, all creatures are Hexapods (six-limbed animals or insects.) One of these insects is called The 
Dragoraptor, the most feared and deadly creature on Pandora. This tyrannical monster, is a quadruple 
animal and is a unique mix of a snake, dragonfly, horse and dragon. The Dragoraptor looks mostly like a 
reptile or a mammal, but is actually an insect. It features compound eyes- on the horse head- which helps it 
to see up to fifty miles away. It also includes an abdomen, thorax and a rock-hard exoskeleton. The 
Dragoraptor has six horse leg (like all the peculiar animals on Pandora) but having two extra legs helps it 
run up to 105 miles per hour. It has leathery, knife-like wings, the size of two dining room tables to help it 
soar the sky and hunt for prey. It has a soft, muscular horse main, which the Navi (humanoids) use to sit on 
and ride. The horse mane merges into a scaly snake tail, which projects poison and paralyses anything in its 
way. The unusual features of this monster matches its eccentric personality. The Dragoraptor, strangely 
enough, mimicks other creatures, slyly befriends them, then attacks them! This includes the Navi.
However, this life-threatening monster can be friendly. The Navi say: ‘Only one and pure soul can reach the 
Dragoraptor. ` One of the human-like features of The Dragoraptor is its forever changing mood swings. So 
you better not approach it when it is in a bad mood! Moods feature: Happy, sad, angry, grumpy, excitable, 
clumsy, and many more unknown moods.

Diet

Did you know that the Dragoraptor is an omnivore, but eats its own species? The Dragoraptor, that grinds 
plants to eat with its razor sharp tail, only eats poisonous vegetables. On the peaks of the Hallelujah 
Mountains, is where the poisonous plants grow, so The Dragoraptor eats small insects to prepare for its 
journey to the mountains. Poisonous plants that this monster eats includes: Poison Projector, Toxic Taster, 
Noxious Night gale, and many more mysterious but killer plants. The Dragoraptor only eats poisonous plants 
because it give it poison to kill its prey, crunching through its exoskeleton (if it has one.)  The Dragoraptor 
is known to have killed so many animals, some species have actually become extinct. But although this 
creature is a predator, it can sometimes turn into prey. The Dragoraptor is hunted by various killers 
including: Poiscito, Dirhorse, Tyranica, and the Yirefly. (Although this rarely happens.) Luckily, The 
Dragoraptor hunts more than being hunted. The Dragoraptor can eat the Tri-Wasp, Thoranator, Thanorax 
and Cockroachus. (Mostly any creature on Pandora. This monster eats technically anything and is always 
hungry.

Habitat

Over 85% of The Dragoraptor population live in the Taileow Valleys, keeping any intruders away with the 
valley’s immense deepness. They dig echoey caves and make nests out of prey’s bones, feathers off The 
Kilar Bird (fluffiest bird on Pandora) and the stalks off the milky Dandiflys. (Dandelions.) The Dragoraptor 
has killed so many Kilar Birds that they are becoming an endangered species. Underneath their nests, The 
Dragoraptors keep hordes of meat so it will be hard for other creatures to find meat.


